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STANDARD 3-COMPONENTS OF TYPE Sp(6, 2)

BY

LARRY FINKELSTEIN1 AND DANIEL FROHARDT

Abstract. It is shown that if G is a finite simple group with a standard 3-compo-

nent of type Sp(6, 2) and G satisfies certain 2-local and 3-local conditions then

either G is isomorphic to Sp(8, 2) or G is isomorphic to -F4(2).

1. Introduction. As part of their program to classify finite simple groups of

characteristic 2-type, Gorenstein and Lyons [9] introduced a set of Standard form

problems for odd primes. In a standard form problem for the prime 3, one is

concerned with groups having the following properties.

Hypothesis A. G is a finite group with an element A of order 3 such that

C = C(A) satisfies the following conditions.

(Al) C has a quasisimple normal subgroup L;

(A2) C(L) has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups;

(A3) m23(G) = m23(C);

(A4) <A> is not weakly closed in C with respect to G;

(A5) if B* G /?Max(C; 3), then B* acts non trivially on some 2-subgroup of C.

Here ßMsix(C; 3) is the collection of elementary abelian 3-subgroups of C of

maximal rank with respect to lying in a 2-local subgroup. The main result of this

paper is the following theorem.

Theorem A. Let G be a finite group of characteristic 2-type with 03(G) = G and

Oy(G) = <1>. If G satisfies Hypothesis A with L isomorphic to Sp(6, 2), then G is

isomorphic to Sp(8, 2) or to F4(2).

Theorem A provides the solution to a standard form problem required by

Aschbacher in his work on the classification of characteristic 2-type simple groups

G satisfying e(G) = 3. In general, we say that L is a standard 3-component of the

characteristic 2-type simple group G if the conditions of Hypothesis A are satisfied.

Although our definition of standard form differs from that given by Gorenstein

and Lyons [9], the conditions of Hypothesis A follow from their result for most

Chevalley groups defined over GF(2). If L has the property that m23(L) < m3(L),

then it is easy to verify that (A3) and (A5) are equivalent to the following

hypothesis:

(A3)' m23(G) = m23(L) + 1.

In particular, (A3)' holds when L is isomorphic to Sp(6, 2).
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In [4] and [5] the authors classified groups with a standard 3-component

isomorphic to Ln(2), n > 5, and in [6] the first author and R. Solomon classified

groups with a standard 3-component isomorphic to Sp(2n, 2), n > 4. The proof of

Theorem A follows the same outline as these papers. We begin the analysis by

determining the fusion of A in C. Two fusion patterns emerge corresponding to the

cases where G is isomorphic to Sp(8, 2) or F4(2) respectively. In the Sp(8, 2) case

we are able to show that G contains an involution t which centralizes L and such

that C(t) is isomorphic to the centralizer of a transvection in Sp(8, 2). A generators

and relations argument using Curtis' theorem [2] then yields a subgroup y of G

with Y = Sp(8, 2) and CY(t) = C(t). The identification of Y with G is made via

Holt's theorem [11]. It should be noted that the generators and relations argument

used in [7] breaks down when L is isomorphic to Sp(6, 2).

In the F4(2) case, we first determine partial information about the structure of

the centralizers of two involutions of G. These subgroups correspond to the

maximal parabolic subgroups of F4(2) obtained by eliminating a node at either end

of the Dynkin diagram of F4. This information, although incomplete, is sufficient,

when coupled with our knowledge of certain 3-local subgroups of G, to allow us to

apply Curtis' theorem to construct a subgroup Y of G isomorphic to F4(2). As

before, Holt's theorem is then used to prove that Y = G.

2. Properties of certain Chevalley groups. In this section, we enumerate the

properties of certain Chevalley groups required for the proof of Theorem A.

Let ( , ) be a nonsingular symplectic form on a vector space V of dimension

2n + 2 over GF(2) and let $>p(V) be the group of the nonsingular linear transfor-

mations of V which preserve (, ). Choose a basis {e0,/„,... , en,fn) for F so that

(ei,ej) = (f,fJ) = 0,       M) = ÓV,

0 < i, j < n. Let V¡ = <e,,/>, 0 < / < n, so that V = V0± Vx± ■ ■ ■ ±Vn. For

A Ç (0, 1, . . ., n} let VA = (Vt; i e A). Since CSp<xr)(VA) acts naturally as

Sp(F^) on VA, we may identify CSfKV)(VA,) with SpiF^). Using this convention, it

follows that if A n B = 0, then [Sp(K^), Sp^)] = 1. Let K he the symmetric

group on {0, 1, . . . , n}. Then we may think of K as a subgroup of Sp(F) with the

action of o E K on V given by

for 0 < i,j < n. Note that Sp(VA)" = Sp(VAa) for A C {0, 1, . . . , n). In particular,

if Sp(F,) = <A,., O s 23 with <A,> = 03(Sp(Vt)) and B = <Aq, A„ . . . , A„>, then

N(B) = «A0, /„> X • • • X<A„, t„))K s 23'v2n+,. We summarize important

properties of Sp( V) in the following result.

(2.1) The following conditions hold in Sp(F):

(i) B contains representatives of all the conjugacy classes of elements of order 3

of Sp(K).

(ii) B is the unique F3»+i-subgroup of N(B). Hence N(B) contains a Sylow

3-subgroup of Sp(K) and m3(Sp(V)) = n + 1.

(iii)m23(Sp(F)) = n.

(iv) Let z be an involution of Sp(K) and assume that n > 2. Then some

conjugate of z centralizes A0 or A0A].
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(v) Let / be a transvection of Sp(F). Then C(t) = TL whereT = 02(C(t)) -

F22»+i and L acts as 0(2n + 1, 2) on T.

(vi) N((b¡)) = <A„ r(> X Sp(F,.), where /' = {/}' and Sp(F|,) acts naturally on

Ve = C^A,), j = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Proof. See [6, §2].

(2.2) All subgroups of SL(V) isomorphic to Sp(F) are conjugate to Sp(F).

Proof. This is presumably well known, but for the convenience of the reader, we

supply an argument. The proof is by induction on n. The result is clear if n = 0 or

1, so assume n > 2. Let H he a subgroup of SL(V) isomorphic to Sp(F). Since

Sp( V) contains a Sylow 3-subgroup P of SL( V), we may assume that P Ç Sp( V)

D //. Without loss, it may be further assumed by (2.1ii) that B = J(P). As

Nsp(vyiB) = nsl(.v)(b)> il follows that NSf<V)(B) = <A„ t¡: 0 < / < n)K Ç H n

Sp(K). If ß is an element of order 3 of H such that C„(ß) s Z3 X Sp(2n, 2), then

n > 2 implies that ß =H A0. Thus O2(CH(b0)) is isomorphic to Sp(2n, 2), central-

izes V0, and acts faithfully on V^. By induction, there exists x G CSI^yy(V¿) such

that ^"'(O^C^Ao)))* = Sp(Fo,). Hence CSp(K)(A0) G Hx n Sp(K). Since 5 Ç

CSpiV)(b0), we also have <CSp(K)(A0), N^^B)) G Hx n Sp(F). This implies that

if A Q {0,' 1,..., n}, |^(| = 2, then Sp^) C Hx n Sp(V). But these subgroups

generate Sp(F) by [6, Lemma 2.7], hence Hx = Sp(F).

(2.3) Let L = Sp(2n, 2) act faithfully on T = F22„+, with Cj<L) = <r> s Z2.

Then either F = </> X [T, L] or L acts as 0(2n + 1, 2) on F.

Proof. It suffices to show that X = CAut(r)(/) has precisely two conjugacy

classes of Sp(2n, 2) subgroups. Let U = O^A"). Then U at £22„ and X= U-

Aut(U). By (2.3), Aut(C/) has one conjugacy class of Sp(2n, 2) subgroups. Hence

the problem is further reduced to showing that U • L has two conjugacy classes of

complements. The assertion is a consequence of a result of Pollatsek [13], so the

proof is finished.

We now discuss the relationship between the geometric and Chevalley represen-

tations of Sp(F). Let {w0, wx, . . . , wn} he an orthonormal basis of R"+1. We define

a root system $ of type Cn+1 as follows:

$ = i±w,± wy 2w,: 0 < i i"j < n).

(2.4) Sp(F) is generated by the involutions {Ua(\): a G $}. The matrices of

Ua(\), a G 4>, relative to {e0,f0, . . . , en,fn) satisfy the following;

(i) mat(Ua(l)) = mat(C/_a(l))r.

(ii) UWi±Wj(l) acts as the identity on Vk, k & {i,j}. With respect to {e,,/-, e^fj},

mat(X_„y(l)) =

mat(X+w/l)) =

10     10
0     10    0
0    0     10'
0     10     1.

10    0     1"
0     10    0
0     110'
0    0    0    1
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(iii) U2w(l) acts as the identity on Vk, for k =£ i. With respect to {*?,-,/•},

mat(C/2M,(l)) =
1     1
0     1

Also, we have the Chevalley commutator formula

(iv) [Ua(l)> Uß(Y)\ = Il c7;a+7/8(C,7.a/S), where i, j are positive integers such that

ia + jß G $ and C,7;a)8 are the Chevalley structure constants for the Lie algebra of

typec„+1.

A fundamental system for <ï> is {p0,px, . ■ ■ ,p„} where p0 = 2w0 and p¡ = w¡ —

wi+i> 1 < ' < «• Let A¡j = í> n (.p¡,Pj) and set A = (J Aip 0 < /',y < n. The next

result is due to Curtis [2] and Steinberg [14] and gives a convenient presentation for

Sp(F).

(2.5) A presentation for Sp(F) (dim(F) > 8) is obtained from the generators

{Ua(l): a G A} and the relations

(i) Ua(\)2 = 1 and

(ii) [£/„(!), t/^1)] = nt/,.a+y/3(c,7;a/3),

where a, /? are independent roots in the same Ay.

In (2.4), we described how Sp(F) may be identified with the Chevalley group

Cn+1(2). However, it will be necessary in §6 to use the isomorphism between Sp(F)

and the group Bn+X(2). In this case, we may define the root system 4>* dual to 4> by

setting r* = 2r/(r, r) and

$* = {/■*: r G $}.

Note that r* = r iî r = ± w¿ ± Wy i ¥=j, whereas 2wf = w¡. Thus 4>* has type

Bn+X and r* is long if and only if r is short. It then follows from a result of Ree that

(2.4) may be restated by replacing 0 with 3>* and r with r* to obtain the

isomorphism between Sp(F) and Bn + X(2).

(2.6) Definition. Let G be a Chevalley group of normal type defined over GF(2)

with root system 2. An SL(2, 2)-subgroup K of G is said to be a root SL(2, 2)-sub-

group if K is conjugate to <t/±a> for some a G S. Here Ua = (Ua(l)), a G 2. If

S has roots of different lengths, then K is said to be a long (short) root 5L(2, 2)-

subgroup.

The next result is important for the construction of F4(2) in §6 and may be of

some independent interest.

(2.7) The following is true.

(i) All SL(3, 2)-subgroups of SL(n, 2) (n > 3) which contain a root SL(2, 2)-sub-

group are conjugate.

(ii) Regard Sp(F) as C„+1(2) (n > 2). Then all SL(3, 2)-subgroups of Sp(F)

which contain a short root SL(2, 2)-subgroup are conjugate.

Proof, (i) Let U he a vector space of dimension n over GF(2) and let H he an

SL(3, 2)-subgroup of SL( U) which contains a root SL(2, 2)-subgroup. It suffices to

show that U = Ux © U2 where Ux = [ U, H] has dimension 3 and U2 = C^H). By

[5, (6.3)] and assumption, H = <t,, t2, t3> where each t, is a root involution of

SL( U). Since root involutions of SL( U) act as transvections on U, dim([ U, t,]) =

1, 1 < / < 3. In particular, dim.(Cu(r¡)) = n - 1, 1 < i < 3, and it follows that
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U2 = CV(H) = n3,-i C^t,) has dimension n - 3. Set Ux = <[Í7, t,.]: 1 < / < 3>.

Then Ux has dimension 3 and is invariant under H as [ £/,, rj Ç i/j, 1 < i < 3.

Thus U = Ux® U2is the required decomposition of U.

(ii) Assume first that dim( V) = 6. In the previous notation for Sp( V), we have

n = 2 and 2 = {± wt, ± Wy 0 < i =£j < 2} is a subsystem of $ of type A3 with

fundamental system {wx — w2, w0 — vv„ wx + w2}. Hence J = (Ur(l): r£2)a

A3(2) = SL(4, 2). Furthermore, the element nw of the Weyl group of Sp(F) acts as

the graph automorphism on J so that J* = </, nw ) = NSpiv^(J) = Aut(7). Con-

sider the permutation representation of Sp(K) on the set ß of the 36 Sp( ^-con-

jugates of /*. We shall show that if H is an SL(3, 2)-subgroup of Sp( V) containing

a root SL(2, 2)-subgroup, then H is conjugate to a subgroup of J. To do this, it

suffices to show that H fixes a point of ß. Without loss, we may assume that

(U±(w,-W2)) £ H n /. Using the permutation character of Sp(K) acting on fl

given in [8], we then see that an involution of H fixes 12 points of fl. Moreover, an

F21 subgroup of H acting on Q has orbits of lengths 1, 7, 7 and 21. The only

possible set of orbit lengths of H compatible with this information is then easily

seen to be {1, 7, 7, 21}. Thus H is conjugate to a subgroup of J. But then H is an

SL(3, 2)-subgroup of J containing a root SL(2, 2)-subgroup of /; hence by (i), H is

conjugate in J to (.U±^w¡_w_), U±^Wi_Wo)). As H is arbitrary, the result follows.

Now assume that dim(F) > 6. Let H = (rx, r2, r3) where each t, is a short root

involution of Sp(K). Let U = S-.,^, t,]. Since dim([K, t,]) = 2 by (2.4ii), dim(i/)

< 6. Evidently [ V, H] Q U, hence H normalizes U and acts trivially on V/ U. The

irreducible GF(2)-modules for 5L(3, 2) have dimensions 1, 3, 3 and 8. Also if ß is

an element of order 3 of a short root SL(2, 2)-subgroup of H, then [V, ß] is the

orthogonal sum of two hyperbolic planes. An easy argument then yields dim( U) =

6, and U n U-1 = {0}. As H normalizes U1- and [//, U^] Q U n i/x = {0}, H

centralizes Ux. But U is conjugate under Sp(F) to V0± Vx± V2 and accordingly,

H is conjugate in Sp( V) to a subgroup of Sp( V0X2). We may now appeal to the case

dim( V) = 6 to complete the argument.

Finally, we complete our discussion of the symplectic groups by proving the

following result which is crucial for our construction of F4(2).

(2.8) Let K he a short (resp. long) root SL(2, 2)-subgroup of C3(2) (resp. B3(2)).

Then K commutes with exactly one long and one short root SL(2, 2)-subgroup.

Proof. We prove the result only for C3(2). For convenience, let K =

<U±(Wo-w0>. By (2.4Ü), we compute that N(K) = K X <U±(w¡¡+w¡)) X (U±2wi).

The result now follows by inspection.

We turn our attention to F4(2) and enumerate those properties required for the

proof of Theorem A. Let {wx, w2, w3, w4) he an orthonormal basis of R4. We define

a root system A of type F4 as follows:

A =

±   W¡    ±     Wy     1      <   Í   1*j    <    4

±Wy    1     <    Í     <    4

-(±w, ±w2±w3± w4)
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A fundamental system for A is given by {P\,P2,P^,P^} where

P\  =  j (Wl ~ W2 -   W3 -  W*)>     Pi =  W4>     Pi =  W3 -  W4     and P4=  W2~   W3-

This gives rise to the following diagram:

O-O-O-O
P\ Pt Pi Pa

F4(2) is generated by the involutions {Ua(l): a G A}. If a and ß are independent

roots of A, then we have the Chevalley commutator formula

[Ua(\),    Uß(l)]    =     Uia+jß(C,yaß),

where /, j are positive integers such that ia + jß G A and C¡j.ap are the structure

constants for the Lie algebra of type F4.

In constructing F4(2), it is convenient for us to reformulate Curtis' theorem in the

following way.

(2.9) Let y be a group generated by SL(2, 2)-subgroups {K¡: 1 < / < 4}. Set

y, = (Kx, K2), Y2 = (K2, K3, K4) and assume that there exist monomorphisms tt,:

y, -h» F4(2), i = 1, 2, such that -tt^Kj) = (U±p.>, 1 < j < 4. Further assume that

[Kj, K¡] = 1, \j — l\ > 1. Then there exists an epimorphism ir: y-»F4(2) with

ker it Ç Z(Y) and tt(Kj) = (U±Pj), 1 < j < 4.

Proof. Let A, = A n (,px,p2) and A2 = </>2,/>3,.p4>. Then A, has type A2 and

A2 has type B3. Since w,(Y¡) = <{/«: a G A,>, it follows that Yx at SL(3, 2) and

y2 = Sp(6, 2). We claim that y, n Y2 = AT2. Otherwise, Yx n y2 » 24 or SX(3, 2)

and an easy argument using [1, (6.2)] implies that Yx n Y2 contains an involution

&, G Kx. But then [kx, (K3, K4)] = 1 and this contradicts the fact (see [1]) that no

involution of Sp(6, 2) centralizes an SL(3, 2)-subgroup.

We want to show that w, may be adjusted so that ttx\Kx = tt2\Kx. Let Ü* =

tr2\Ua), r G A2. If U = Ûp\ * Ü±P2, then by [5, (6.3)J, (Kx, U) = (Kx, K2). Since

0*.p centralizes (Kx, U), we then have that [Ü*_pi, Ü-P3] = 1 which is impossible.

Similarly, U_Pi ¥= U±P2 yields a contradiction and we conclude that {Upi, U_p2) =

{U*2, U*_P2}. There exists an outer automorphism of <Ä\, K2) which leaves K¡

invariant and interchanges Up¡ with t/_A, i = 1, 2. Preceding Wj by this automor-

phism if necessary, we may assume that Up2 = U*2 and U -P2 = U*_Pi. Therefore

ttx\K2 = tt2\K2. In particular, this implies that the map rrx u rt2 is well defined on

y, u y2.

Let Ay = A n (Pi,Pj) and set A = U ^,y, 1 < ', j < 4. Observe that /i„ =

{±p¡,Pj} if |/' — j] > 1. In particular, A G A, u A2, hence for each a G A, we may

define i?a(l) = (w, u ^"'(^«i1))- Clearly y = <í/a(l): a G A). Suppose that a

and ß are independent roots which are linear combinations of the fundamental

roots Pi and py If |/ - j\ > 1, then [¿/„(l), £^(1)] = 1. On the other hand, if

\i - j\ < 1, then (Ûa(l), Öß(l)) Ç Y¡, i = 1 or 2. In either case, we have the

Chevalley commutator formula

[Öa(l),Üß(l)]=JlÖia+Jß(Cij:aß).

Therefore, by a result of Curtis [2], there exists an epimorphism it: Y -» F4(2) such

that it\ y, = rr¡, i = 1, 2, and ker tr Ç Z(Y).
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The next result summarizes some properties of the 2-structure of F4(2).

(2.10) The following hold.

(i) F4(2) has 4 classes of involutions. Representatives of these classes are i/r(l),

Us(l), Ur(\)Us(l), and Ua(\)Uß(\). Here r = 2Px + 4p2 + 3p3 + 2p4, s = 2Px + 3p2

+ 2p3 + p4,a = px + 2p2 + 2p3 + p4 and ß = 2px + 4p2 + 2p3 + p4.

(ii) If U = <t/Y: y G A+>, then U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of F4(2), \U\ = 2U and

Z(U) = <Ur, Us) (with r, s as in (i)).

(iii) CF4(2)(Ur(\)) m Cf4(2)(Us(l)) is an extension of F26 X X2t by Sp(6, 2).

(iv) Each involution of F4(2) is centralized by a short and a long root SL(2, 2)-

subgroup.

(v) [Aut(F4(2)): F4(2)] = 2. All involutions of Aut(F4(2)) \ F4(2) are conjugate to

the graph automorphism r. Also CF (2)(r) » 2F4(2).

Proof. See Guterman [10] and Aschbacher-Seitz [1].

In dealing with F4(2) it is helpful to keep in mind that the graph automorphism r

induces a symmetry between subgroups of F4(2) generated by short root involu-

tions and those generated by long root involutions.

3. Proof of Theorem A : fusion of A in C. In this section and for the remainder of

the paper, we shall assume that G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem A. Thus G is

a group of characteristic 2-type which satisfies Hypothesis A with L isomorphic to

Sp(6, 2). In addition, Oy(G) = 1 and G = 0\G).

With respect to notation given for Sp(K) in §2, let n = 3 and V = VX±V2± V3.

Then CSp(n(F0) acts naturally as Sp(K') on V. Hence we may set L = CSpiy)(V0)

and use the notation for L that it inherits as a subgroup of Sp( V). Accordingly, let

Bx = <A„ A2, A3> = F33 so that NL(BX) = «A,, tx) X <A2, t2) X <A3, t3))Kx, where

Kx = K n L m 23. Set B = <A, Bx). The main result of this section is the follow-

ing.

Proposition 3.1. Let X = AutG(5). FAen <A>G n &X(B) = <A>* and one of the

following occurs:

(i) (A)* = {<A>, <A,>, <A2>, <A3>} and X is equal to the monomial group M on B

with respect to {A, A„ A2, A3}, or

(ii) X contains M, 02(X) = ß8 * ß8 and either

(a)X/02(X) s 23 X 23, <A>* = <A>" u (bbxb2b3)M, or

(h) X/02(X) s 23^Z2, <A>* = (b)M u <AA,>M u (bbxb2b3)M.

We shall eventually show that G is isomorphic to Sp(8, 2) or to F4(2) according

to whether (i) or (iia) of Proposition 3.1 holds respectively. When case (iib) holds,

we shall prove that G contains a subgroup isomorphic to Aut(F4(2)) and then

derive a contradiction to the assumption that G has characteristic 2-type.

The proof of Proposition 3.1 is presented in a sequence of lemmas. By (2.1), L

satisfies (i)-(iv) of Hypothesis I of [5], hence part of the fusion analysis of [5] can

be applied to the present situation.

(3.2) The following hold.

(i) C = 03,(C) X <A> X L where Oy(C) has odd order and m23(G) = mX3(C)
= 3.
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(ii)AGn B = bx.

(iii)bc n ä, #0.

Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are easy consequences of the arguments presented in [6,

(3.2), (3.3)] and [5, (4.17)]. To prove (iii), we first apply the remark at the end of the

proof of Proposition 1 of [5] to obtain AG n L ¥= 0. Since Bx contains representa-

tives of all the classes of elements of order 3 of L by (2.Ii), it then follows from (ii)

that bx n Bx =£ 0.

It follows from (3.2iii) that A is strongly real in G. Since L admits no nontrivial

outer automorphisms, we may choose an involution t0 G C(L) such that <A, i0> at

23. To conform with the notation of [5], set A = A0. Also let F, = <f,, t2, t3) so that

NL(BX) = BXFXKX and choose the involutions t„ so that Kx permutes the set

{tx,t2,t3}. Thus FXKX acts as the monomial group on Bx with respect to

(A„ A2, A3), and O2'(CN(B)(t0)) = (t0) X BXFXKX. Since CL(BX) = Bx, it follows

from (3.2i) that C(B) has odd order. Hence Cx(t0) = <i0> X FXKX. As A¿* n Bx j-

0, we may apply Proposition 5.1 [5] to establish the following.

(3.3) One of the following holds,

(i) Proposition 3.1 is true.

(ii) X contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z2 X S6 with index at most 2. If A(ß) is

the orbit of NL(BX) on &X(B) containing </?>, then either

(a) <A0>* = A(A0) u A(A,A2) u A(A0A,A2A3), or

(b) <A0>* = A(A0) u A(A,) u AÍA.A,) u A(A0A,A2) u A(A0A,A2A3).

It is evident from the preceding result that Proposition 3.1 will be proved once

case (ii) of (3.3) has been eliminated. Before beginning this argument, we require

the following elementary result.

(3.4) Assume that a w-group P acts on a ir'-group Q with Q0 = CQ(P). Then

Z(0o) Q Z(NQ(Z(Q0))). In particular, if Q0 <¡P, then Z(Q0) Q Z(Q).

Proof. It suffices to assume that Z(Q0) <¡Q. Then [Q, Z(Q0), P] Q [Q0, P] = 1,

so [\P> ß]> Z(ß0)] = 1 °y the 3 subgroups lemma. Therefore Q = Q^P, Q] central-

izes Z(Q0).

At this point we assume that case (ii) of (3.3) occurs. Let F = O2(C(t0)). As G

has characteristic 2-type, L acts faithfully on T. We shall eventually show that this

leads to a contradiction.

Evidently NL(BX) has 3 orbits on &2(BX) with representatives Ax = <6„ A2>,

A2 = <A,A2, A3> and A3 = (bxb2, b2b3). Since \&X(A) n <A0>C| is distinct for i =

1, 2, 3, it follows that no two of Ax, A2 and A3 are conjugate in G. Furthermore, it

is easy to see that Ax = N(B)(,b0, bxb\). In fact, let (b^b^Y = A0 for x G N(B). Then

<A0> ç Ax CB,i= 1, 2, 3. As \ëx(A) n <A0>G| = IS,^,*) n <A0>G| the possibili-

ties for Ax are easily determined from the information given in (a) or (b) of case

(ii). We thus have by inspection that

OW(C(At)) at E9 X 23 X S3,

OW(C(A2)) a,E9X Sp(4, 2),

and

0{2'3>'(C(^13))^Z3X GU3(2).
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As Bx C C(t0), it is easy to find S, = 02(C(A¡) n C(t0)) from the above informa-

tion. Thus 5, = </„>, S2 at Es and S3 s Q%. Note that C^/i,) ^> S,, i = 1, 2, 3, so

6^7-041) = <f0> and NL(BX) acts faithfully on all nontrivial A^ß^-factors of

T/<t0).

We shall use the following lemma concerning the action of S3^23 s NL(BX) on

2 groups to analyze the structure of T.

(3.5) Let // - 23^23 and let A = <a„ a2, a3> = 03(H). Also, let {a„ a2, a3) he

a basis for A on which ////I acts monomially. Suppose that H acts faithfully and

irreducibly on a vector space V over GF(2). Then K= <CK(/10)W> for some

hyperplane A0of A and dim V = 6, 8, or 12. The dimensions of the fixed points of

the elements of A acting on V are given in the table below.

dim V dim Cy(ax) dim Cv(axa2) dim Cy(axa2a3) A0

6                    4                          2                             0 <ax,a2)

8                    0                          4                             2 <!û,a2, û2a3)

12                   4                          2                             6 <a,, a2a3>

Proof. By Clifford's theorem V is the direct sum of (nontrivial) irreducible

A -modules which are transitively permuted by H. Each nontrivial, irreducible

A -module has dimension 2 and is centralized by a hyperplane A0 of A. It is not

difficult to verify that H has three orbits on &2(A) with representatives <a„ a2),

(axa2, a2a3) and <a,, a2a3). These orbits have lengths 3, 4, and 6 respectively and

thus correspond to modules V of dimensions 6, 8, and 12. The entries in the table

follow by counting |<a> n &X(A0)H\ for appropriate a G A.

(3.6) CMz) = <'o>-
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then Cj{A2) <^ S2 » F8 implies that CyL^ = S2.

Let F* be a chief L-section of F such that CT,(A2) at E4.

We claim that CT.(A3) = 1. If the claim is false then Cj,(A3) at E4 because

CjiAj)^ S3atQs. In fact T* covers Cr(/l,)/</0>, /= 1,2,3, so that T* =

T/(t0). We must have that Cj{A3) = S3 at Qg, so that F is nonabelian. The

irreducible action of L on T* forces T' = </0> = Z(T). Thus S2 <ÇF and (3.4)

implies that S2 < Z( T), a contradiction, establishing the claim.

By the claim and (3.5), we must have T* at E2n and Cj-.tyfij) at E4. But A,A2

belongs to an SL(3, 2)-subgroup K of L because A,A2 belongs to a short root

SL(2, 2)-subgroup of L by §2. The nontrivial /^-sections of T* have dimension 3 or

8 and A,A2 has fixed points on all ^-sections of T*. This contradicts the first

sentence of this paragraph.

As CT(A2) = CT(AX) = </0> and F =£ <í0>, we must have C-A[A3) J= (,t0)- Thus

CT(A3) = Qg and F is nonabelian. It follows easily from (3.5) that NL(BX) acts

irreducibly on F/<i0> and that |F/</0>| = 28. This implies that F is extra-special

of type + so that N(T)/T^> O +(8, 2). It follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that

CT(bxb2) at Qs* QB. Hence CC(h)(bxb2) ̂> Z3 X S3 X O +(4, 2). In particular, if 5

is a 2-subgroup of Cc(, )(bxb2) satisfying [S, Bx] = S, then S <Z T. Thus [S2, Bx] C

T and S2 = <f0> x [^2> ̂ il £ ^\ But A2 centralizes S2 » Es. This contradicts (3.6).
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We have shown that case (ii) of (3.3) does not occur. This completes the proof of

Proposition 3.1.

4. Proof of Theorem A: The Sp(8, 2) case. In this section we show that if case (i)

of Proposition 3.1 holds, then G is isomorphic to Sp(8, 2).

Setting A = A0, we have by assumption that N(B) acts as the monomial group on

B with respect to {A0, A„ A2, A3}. Therefore, we may set N(B) = Oy(N(B))BFK

where F = <<0, /„ t2, t3) at EX6, K at 24, BF = X *_0<A,> 0, and K permutes the

set {/0, tx, t2, t3). Let 5 be the collection of proper subsets of {0, 1, 2, 3}. If A G S,

let BA = <A,: i G A), LA = 02(C(BA)) and FA = </,: /' G A). This is not to be

confused with the notation Bx = <A„ A2, A3> and F, = <f,, t2, t3). Since K may be

viewed as the group of permutations of (0, 1, 2, 3}, it follows that for a G K,

B°A = BA„, L°A = LAo and FaA = FAa.

(4.1) The following hold.

(i) If A G S, then LA at Sp(2\A\, 2), B n LA = BA, and F n LA = FA.

(ii)[L,, LA]= une A.
(iii) tj is a transvection of L¿ for y G /I.

Proof. To prove (i), if 0 G A, then the result is an easy consequence of the

properties of L = O2(C(A0)). Otherwise, choose a G A" such that 0 £ j4ct. Con-

jugating LAa, BAn and F^ by a ~ ' then yields the result in this case as well.

In case (ii), choose a G K so that ia = 0. Then [L0, LAa] = 1, hence conjugating

by a~l gives [L„ LA] = \.

Finally, (iii) is true if 0 G A and we may argue as in (i) and (ii) if 0 G A.

(4.2) C(A,A2) = 03,(C(A,A2))«A„ A2><5> X L03) where Oy^b^J) has odd

order and 8 is the transposition (1, 2) of K. Therefore, if F G Hc^b¡b2)(Bx; 2), then

[<A„ A2>, F] = 1.
Proof. Let T = C^Aj). Observe that 8 normalizes L03 = 02(C«A„ A2») s

Sp(4, 2) and centralizes <A0, A3>. Hence 8 centralizes L03. Evidently, Arr«A,, A2»

= 03,(C«A1,A2»)«A1,A2><«> X L03). Also, m23(r) = mX3(G) = 3 implies that

Hr(5; 2) = {1}. Let T = r/G3,(r). Since Nf((bx)) = Nr((bx, b2)), the first part

will be proved once we have shown that <A,> <¡T. This in turn will be accom-

plished by verifying that the hypotheses of Proposition 2 of [6] hold in T.

First observe that <A„ 8)_at 23 and Nf((bx)) = O^A^A,)))^, 8) X L03).

Secondly, <A,)r n Sií^fí^i))) = ^*i)' f°r otherwise, we would have <A,, A,A2>

= G <A,A2, ß), for some ^ G B \(bx, b2). But this is clearly impossible because

<A„ A,A2> contains two elements of <A0>G n SX(B) = {<A0>, <A,>, <A2>, <A3>}.

Thirdly, /Vr«A0, A,A2» = O3,(C(A0))«A0, /0> X C£(A,A2)) with C^b.bJ -

<6„ b2)(8) X <A3, i3>. Hence

Nf((b0)) = 7Vr«A0, A,A2» = G3-(CF(Âo))«A"„ 8 ) X ^^«¿o»).

Similarly for Nf((b3)). Finally, VLr(B; 2) = {1} implies that Hf(fi; 2) = {1} as

well. Therefore the hypotheses of Proposition 2 [6] hold and we have that <A,> <|T

as required.

The second statement follows directly from the first.

(4.3) C(t0) = TL where F = O2(C(t0)) s E2i and L acts as O-fl, 2) on T.
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Proof. Set F = O2(C(t0)). We consider the action of L and its subgroups on F.

As Cjibfiù G Hc(éié2)(5,; 2), it follows from (4.2) that Cjlbfi^ ç C^A,) n

CT(b2). Similarly Cr(A,A2_1) ç C^A,) n C^b^. Thus the action of <A,, A2> on F

yields that F = C^AJC^Aj).

By (4.1 iii), t0 is a transvection of L023 = G2(C(A,)). Since C^A,) C 02(CL (t0))

and Cj(bx) is normalized by <A2, A3> C CL (t0), it follows from (2.1v) that C^A,)

= 02(CL (/0)) = F25. By the same reasoning, Cjib-^ at E2¡. From the structure of

CLo2}(t0) = C7-(A,)L23, we see that C^A,) n C^Aj) at E?. Thus F = C^A^C^Aj)

has order 27.

Since L acts irreducibly on F/<i0> either F as F27 or F is extra-special. The

latter is impossible as C^A,) a F2s. Hence F as F2?. Let X = C(t0)/ T. Then X acts

faithfully on F = F/</0>. Since Cf(A,) *% and Nx«bx)) = NL«.bx)) =

<A,, f,> X L23, f, acts as a transvection on F. Thus L Ç (tx) and <rfv> is an

irreducible subgroup of Aut(F) generated by transvections. By a result of

McLaughlin [12], either L = <f¡*> or (if) = Aut(F). The latter is incompatible

with the structure of Nx((bx)) and we conclude that X = L. Therefore C(t¿) =

TL.

It remains to verify that L acts as 0(7, 2) on F. If not, then by (2.3), L acts

decomposably on F and hence /0 & C(t0)'. However G2(C(A,) n C(t0)) =

Cr(A,)L23 and L23 acts indecomposably on C^A,). This contradicts /0 £ C(/q)' and

the result is proved.

The next result is an easy corollary to (4.3).

(4.4) O3,(C(A0)) = 1.
Proof. It follows from (4.3) that HC(/o)«A„ A2, A3>; 3') = {02(C(t¿))}. If a is the

transposition (0, 1) of K, then conjugating C(t0) by a gives HC(/())«A0, A2, A3>; 3') =

{02(C(/,))}. As f, G L, O3,(C(b0)) centralizes both </,> and <A0, A2, A3>. Hence

Oy(C(b0)) C 02(C(tx)). But O3,(C(A0)) has odd order by (3.2i), so O3,(C(A0)) = 1.

Let F = <C(f0), L012>. Our goal is to show that Y at Sp(8, 2). Using the notation

of §2, let V = V0± Vx± V2± V3 where V¡ has as a basis the hyperbolic pair {e¡, f¡),

0 < / < 3. Recall that if A Q {0, 1, 2, 3} then Sp(VA) = CSp(V)(VA,) acts naturally

on VA. Also, in terms of the Chevalley presentation of Sp(F), if $A = 4> n <>v,:

/ G A), then SpíF^) = <í/a(l): a G ®A). Denote the stabilizer of a vector v G V*

bySpí^.Then

Sp(F)/o = C(U2wo(l)) = G2(Sp(F)/o)Sp(K123),

where 02(Sp( V)f) at £2, and Sp( F123) acts as G7(7, 2) on 02(Sp( V)f).

By (4.3), there exists an isomorphism Sp( V)f -» C(t0). This isomorphism may be

chosen so that Sp(VA)-* LA for A Ç (1, 2, 3). In particular, (,U±2w) —> <A,-, t¡),

1 < / < 3. We shall show that the homomorphism Sp(K)/o-» C(t0) may be ex-

tended to a homomorphism Sp( V) -* Y. This will be done in several stages. Denote

the map Sp( V)fa -> C(t0) by x -> x.

(4.5) Sp(F)/o -> C(t0) may be extended to a map Sp(K)/o u Sp(F01) u SpiP^) ->

Y such that Sp(V0i)-> y is a homomorphism, i = 1,2. Furthermore, Sp(F0,)—>

L0/, / = 1,2, and Sp( V0) -» L0.
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Proof. Observe that

¿oi n C(t0) = (û2wo, ûWo±Wi)- (Û±2w^),

where L01 n C(t0) at Z2 X S4 and O2((L0X n C(t0))') = <Ô2wo(l)ÛWo+Wi(l),

^»„OÍ^o-m-.O))- Construct a graph T (resp. f) on the conjugates of U2w(J) in

Sp(F01) (resp. conjugates of U2w(\) in L01) by connecting two involutions if they

generate a 23 subgroup. We then have the subgraph of T:

O-O-O—-O-O
¿WO t/-2„0(l) l/2»„(l)í/2wi(l)í/„0+.,(l) 1/-2W.C) f2.,(l)

These involutions together with the indicated relations provide a presentation of

Sp(r01)»26.

Now let t = /q0. Then <t, U2wo(l)) = L0 and <t, U2w<)(1)) commutes with

<V±2w) = Lv Since L01 a E6, Û2wo(l) =L<¡¡ U2w¡(l) and we may identify the L01

conjugates of U2w(l) with the transpositions of L01. In particular, {í/2h,(1),

Û2w (1)^m> +H- (')> ^2b. 0)} is a maximal set of commuting transpositions. It is easy

to see that <V, U2w¡¡(Í)02wi(l)UW(¡+w¡(l)) « 23 as <t, t72„o(l)> at S3 and r com-

mutes with U2w (1). Therefore we have the subgraph of T:

O-O-O-O-O

It follows that the map Sp( V0i)f -* L0J n C(t0) can be extended to an isomorphism

Sp( V0l) -» L01 with U_2w (1) -» r. Thus we have an extension of Sp( V)f —» C(t¿) to

Sp(F)/o u Sp(F01) -> C(t0) u L01 such that Sp(K01) -» L01 is an isomorphism. Simi-

larly, we may construct an extension Sp( V)f u Sp( V^) -» C(t¿) u L02 such that

Spi^œ) -* ¿02 is an isomorphism which maps Sp(F0) to L0. Replacing r by t*° if

necessary, we may assume that Sp(F01) -» L0l and SpíF^) —» L02 agree on Sp(F01)

D Sp( F02) = Sp( V0). This completes the argument.

Denote the map given in (4.5) by x —» x.

(4.6) Sp(F)y u Sp(F01) u Sp(F02) —> // may be extended to a map <p:

(Ueg^ Sp(F)e) u Sp(F01) u Sp(F02) -» y such that <p\Sp(V)e is a homomorphism

for all e G K0*.

Proof. Set u = í/2m,o(1)í/_2m,o(1) so that <u> = O3(Sp(F0)) acts regularly on V$.

Thus if e G F0*, then for some /, 1 < i < 3, e = /0u' and Sp(F)e = Sp(K)}o. Hence,

we can define a homomorphism Sp(F)e —» y by x -» (xu )". It suffices to show

that if e+f, then Sp(F)e -» y and SpíF),-» y agree on Sp(FL. n Sp(F)y =

Sp( F123). But this follows immediately as u centralizes Sp( F123).

As before, set <p(x) = x. Recall from §2 that a fundamental system for $ is

{Po'Pi'Pi'Pí) where p0 = 2w0 and p¡ = w¡ - w¡_v 1 < i < 3. Let ^ = 4> n

</>,,/>,•> and set /4 = U /4,y, 0 < i,j < 3. By (2.4), Ua(l) fixes a vector of F0* for

each o G 4>. In particular, {Ua(\): a E: A} Ç Ue6Fî Sp(K)e. Therefore <p is de-

fined on { í/a(l): a G ,/í} and we have the corresponding subset { Ua(l): a G A) of

y

The next result is a direct application of Curtis' theorem (see (2.5)).

(4.7) <p can be extended to a homomorphism Sp( V) -» Y provided (*) holds;

(*) [Öa(l), Uß(l)] = <p([Ua(l), Uß(l)]) where a and ß are linearly independent

roots of Í» which are linear combinations of the same two fundamental roots.
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Let {a, ß} be a pair of independent roots in some Ay. If <i/a(l), Uß(\)) is

contained in one of the groups Sp(K)e, e G V$, or Sp(F0l), í = 1, 2, then evidently

condition (*) holds. In particular, <C/a(l), Uß(l)) Ç Sp(F)e for some e G V* if

{a, /?} Ç A¡j with /4« one of A02, A03, A13 or ^423. For example, suppose {a, ß} Ç

yí02 = {±/>0, ±/>2} = {±2w0, ±(w2 — wx)}. Without loss, assume that a involves

p0 and ß involves p2 so that a = ±p0 and /? = ±/»2. But then Ua(l) = £/±2m, (1)

fixes a vector e G K0* whereas 1^(1) = £/±(w -w,)0) centralizes F0 and so

<i/a(l), 6^(1)) Ç Sp(K)e. A similar argument may be used for the cases A03, A13 or

A23. On the other hand, Sp(K01) = <i/a(l): a G Am). Hence, we restrict our

attention to the case where

{a,ß} QAX2= { ±Pl, ±p2, ± (px + p2)}

= { ± (wx - w0), ± (w2 - wx), ± (w2 - w0)}.

It is clear that <£/a(l), UB(l)) fixes some vector of V$ unless {a, ß] is one of the

pairs {-px,px + p2) = {w0 - wx, w2 - w0] or {px, -px - p2) = {wx - w^ w0 -

w2}. In order to prove that (*) holds in these cases as well, we require some

additional analysis.

(4.S) U2w¡(l)Uw¡_„2(l) ̂ G ÛWi_Wo(l).

Proof. Since 02w¡(\)Uw¡_W2(l) G L'X2 at A6 and C«A0> A3» = <A0, A3> X L12, it

follows that <A0, A3> is self-centralizing in a Sylow 3-subgroup of

C(Û2Wi(\)ÛWx_Wi(\)). But {<A0>,<A3» = <A0>G nS,«A0,A3» by Proposition

3.1(i), hence <A0, A3) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C(U2 (l)Uw _h,2(1))- On the other

hand, C(ÛWi_W2(l)) D CLm(Uw¡_W2(l)) X <A2, A3> m Z2 X 24 X F32. Hence

C(ÛWi_W2(\)) contains an F3,-subgroup and so UW¡_„2(1) =£G Uw¡_W2(l).

(4.9) CLJÛ2W) = <£/2wi> 0 c7„i±W2>L02. ^

Proof. We first claim that L02 centralizes U2w. To prove this, observe that

¿02 = <P(Sp(F02)) = (p«i/a: a G $ n O0, w2>».' If a G $ n <*„, w2), then

[Ua, U2wJ = 1. Also, Ua Q Sp(K)£ for some e G K^ and /72m,i centralizes F0 implies

that <t/a, î/2m, > ç Sp(V)e. Hence <p is defined on <í/a, i/2Mri> and it follows that

U2w¡ centralizes <£/„: « G í> n <>„, w2>> = L^.

Let a G A02. Then i/a and Uw +w centralize a common vector e £ K,1 so that <p

is defined on (Ua, Uw¡+„2). Hence we have that [<U±2w¡¡), Uw¡+„2] = 1 =

[¿W tl1+wJ- Also [t/_2wi, Uw¡+W2] ç í/2w,í/Wi_W2. Thus <í/í2wo, Û±2wi) as 23 X

23 normalizes (U2w¡, ÛWi±W2). Since CLm¿(U2w) = 02(Qo,2(#2h.,))¿o2 and Lœ has

2-local 3 rank 1, it then follows that (U2w¡, Uw¡±„2) Q 02(CL¡)¡i(U2w)). Similarly

<Û±2wo, Û±2W2) normalizes <,U2w¡, ÛWi + Wo) and so (U2w¡, Uw¡±w<¡) ç

02(CLJÛ2w)) as well. Therefore <.U2w¡, Uw¡±w<¡, ÛWt±W2) = 02(CLJÛ2w)) prov-

ing the result.

The importance of (4.9) is that one of the missing relations [Uw „(l), UW(¡_W (1)]

may be found within the subgroup CL (U2w). Set S = 02(CL (U2w)). Now L^

contains the subgroup <Û±iWo+Wi)) X <#*<„,_,,,)> » 23 X 23. As

O^Û^^^O^Û^)), it foUows that Q(O3«c/±(lV0_„2)>)) = i/2wi.

This in turn implies that CS(U±W ±w ) = Eg. By checking to see that <¡o is defined on

the appropriate subgroups^ we have Cs(Û_Wo_Wi) = (Û2wi, Uw¡_w< ÛWi_Wi). Since

<Û±(„0-Wi)) centralizes Û_Wo_Wi, we may set Cs(Û_Wo_w) = t/2    X 50 where
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S0 = [Cs(Û_Wo_W2), <Û±(Wo_W2))\. From |CSo(í/_H,o+M,2)| = 2, we deduce that 50 is

generated by an orbit of length 2 of U_w+W acting on CS(U_ w). Hence

So = <Û„,-W2, Uw¡_Wo) or <Uw¡_Wo, Ô2wt(l)UWi_l2(\)). In the latter case' we have

¿t,-WoO) =a Û2wt_W2(l) against (4.7). Thus S0 = <l/w,_w UWí_w<¡). As

CSo(ÛWo-w)= ÛWx_K2, ÛWo_„2(\) interchanges UW¡_W¡¡(1) with Uw¡_„o(\)Uw¡_W2(l)

and we have [#„,„_„,( 1), Uw¡_Wo(l)] = UW¡_„2(1). This shows that (*) of (4.7) holds.

Finally, let y he an element of the Weyl group of Sp(K) which interchanges wx

with w2 and centralizes <m>0, w3). As y G Sp(K123), y is defined and Uw _w(l) =

lOWo-W2(l), ÛWt_Wo(l)Y = [ÛWo_W2(iy, Uw¡_Wo(iy] = [UWo_w¡(l), ÛW2_Wo(\)] as re-

quired.

We have shown that (*) of (4.7) holds in all cases. Hence <p may be extended to a

homomorphism (p: Sp(F) -» Y. As <p(Sp(K012)) = Lox2 and Y = (C(t¿), L0l2), <p is

onto. Therefore <p is an isomorphism by the simplicity of Sp(F). Noting that

<p(Sp( V¡)) = L¡, 0 < i < 3, we may summarize our results as follows.

(4.10) There exists an isomorphism <p: Sp(F)—> Y such that <p(Sp(VA)) = LA,

A G S.

In order to complete the proof of Theorem A, we must show that Y = G. The

argument is the same as in [6] and employs Holt's theorem [2] with respect to the

action of G on the set ß of left cosets of Y. In order to apply Holt's theorem, we

must verify that t0 is central in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Let S be a Sylow

2-subgroup of C(t0). Then an easy calculation yields Z(S) = </q, s) where t0 ¥=y s

¥=y trf =£y tQ. Thus if tG n y = t0r then not only does S G Syl2(G), but t0 fixes

precisely one point of fi as well. Hence the hypotheses of Holt's theorem apply and

we must then have G = Y. Before proving that /G n Y = t0Y, we require the

following elementary result.

(4.11) Let ß he an element of order 3 of Y. Then ßG n Y = ßr.

Proof. Proposition 3.1(i) and (4.4) yield N(B) = NY(B). Since B is the unique

F34-subgroup of N(B) by [5, (2.7)], it follows that N(B) contains a Sylow 3-sub-

group F of G and B = J(P). Hence N(B) controls fusion in B. But every element

of order 3 of y is conjugate in Y to an element of B by (2.Ii) and the result follows

directly.

(4.12) /Gn Y=t0Y.

Proof. Suppose there exists r G I(Y) such that r =G /0, but r ¥=y t0. By (2.1v),

CY(r) contains a y-conjugate ß of A, or A,A2, so assume without loss that

ß G (A„ A,A2). Let t* = t0, g G G0. Then ßg G C(to), hence by (4.3), ßg GC(/o) L.

Since (4.11) implies that ßg =L ß, there exists gx G L such that /?**' = ß. In

particular, r = C(¿3) í0. But for ß = bx or A,A2, we see from (4.2) that C(ß) =

03,(C(ß))CY(ß) where Oy(C(ß)) has odd order and this leads to a contradiction.

As noted earlier, we may now apply Holt's theorem to obtain G = Y and the

proof of Theorem A in this case is completed.

5. Proof of Theorem A: The F4(2) case. We assume henceforth that case (ii) of

Proposition 3.1 holds. In this section we derive results (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) which

are used in the construction of F4(2) in §6. Recall from Proposition 3.1 that
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X = N(B)/C(B) contains the monomial group M with  respect to the basis

{Aq, A„ A2, A3}.
(5.1) N(B) controls fusion in B.

The fusion patterns corresponding to cases (iia) and (iib) of Proposition 3.1 are as

follows:

(a) b* = b0M u (b0bxb2b3)M, (b0bx)x = (b0bx)M, (bxb2b3)x = (A,A2A3)";

(b) bx = A0" u (b0bx)M u (b0bxb2b3)M, (bxb2b3f = (A.A.A,)".

Furthermore the group X occurring in case (a) is a subgroup of the group X

occurring in case (b).

Proof. We know that X is an extension of Q% * Q% by 23 X 23 or 23'vZ2 in

cases (a) or (b) respectively. Since the orbits of X acting on B are unions of the

orbits of M, it follows easily that the orbits of X are as described.

In order to prove that N(B) controls fusion in B, it suffices to show that if

P G Sy\3(N(B)), then B = J(P). Suppose in fact that B =£ B* C P with B* s F34.

It is clear that B is the unique F34-subgroup of P n C(A0), so we have B* (£ C(b¿).

Thus A0 G B*. In fact, b^B) n B* = 0. Assume that [B: B* n B] = 3. Then

B* n <A0, A,A2A3> ¥= 1, so A,A2A3 G B*. A similar argument shows that

<A0A2A3, b]b2b3) Ç B*. Thus A0 = (bxb2b3)(b0b2b3)(b2b2b3) G B*, a contradiction.

Since \B* n B\ < 9, B* covers P/B. Hence we may assume, without loss, that B*

contains an element ß which cyclically permutes (A,, A2, A3) and centralizes A0.

Then \CB(ß)\ = 9 and A0 G CB(ß), so B* n B c CB(ß) and \B* n B\ = 3, a

contradiction. This shows that B = J(P) as required.

The last statement follows from remarks made in [5, §5].

Both fusion patterns have the convenient property that B contains a subgroup

^i = (*o> * 1*2*3) = ¿33 such that every £9-subgroup of Ax contains an element of

bx. Taking s0 G lnv(C(Ax)), the usual generational arguments and the assumption

that O2(C(s0)) = F*(C(s0)) then allow us to construct O2(C(s0)) in (5.5) and (5.6).

From this, we find the chief factors of C(s0) and show that C(A2A2) as C(A0) in (5.7)

(of course in case (b), we already have C(A2A2) = G C(A0)). In (5.8), we use (5.7) to

determine O2(C(t0)) and find a chief series for C(io). (Here, as before, t0 inverts A0

and centralizes L.) Finally, in (5.9), we produce an .SL(3, 2)-subgroup R of L with

A2A| G R such that C(R) at SL(3, 2).

We shall use the following notation in this section. Ax = <Aq, A„ A2A3> and s0 is a

fixed involution in C(A x) which inverts A2A|. Note that s0 is a short root involution

of L regarded as C3(2).

In order to analyze C(s0), we need to obtain information about N(A,).

(5.2) N(AX) = <A2A^, s0) X H where H = C«b2b¡, s0)) n N(AX). Aut^^,) acts

as the monomial group (on Ax) with respect to the basis {A0A„ A0A2, A2A3}. In

particular, every hyperplane of A, contains an //-conjugate of <A0>.

Proof. It follows from (3.2) that C(AX) = Or(C) X Ax X (b2bj, s0). Thus

<A2A|, s0) = 02(C(Ax)) is normal in N(AX). An easy argument shows that N(AX)

= <A2A2, s0) X H with H as described. Since Aut(5) contains a unique involution,

namely the image of s0, that inverts A2A3 and centralizes a hyperplane of B, we now

have that N(AX) = N«b2bj)) n N(B).
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If fusion pattern (b) occurs, then by the last statement in (5.1) we can choose

t G N(B) such that AJ = A2A3 and r interchanges (Ao)^ u <A0A,A2A3>A/ with

(AoA,)^. Then B\ = Ax by the previous paragraph and, since (<A,>, <A2>, <A3>}T

= <A0A,>M n &X(AX) = {<A0A,>, <A0A2>, <A2A3>), the action of AutH(Ax) on Ax

must be as described.

Assume now that fusion pattern (a) occurs. Then (b0bx)G n &X(AX) = (<A0A,),

<A0A2>, <A2A3)} and N(AX) must act on this set. Using the monomial action of

N(B) on the basis {A0, bx, b2, A3), it is easy to find a subgroup K = <A0A„ sx) X

<A2A3, s2) X <A0A2, s3) of N(A,) n C«A2A2, i0» with K at 23 X 23 X 23. As

N(B) n Ar«A2A32» = #04,) has index 12 in N(B) and |Aut(5)| = 27 • 32, we have

that K- C(AX) has index 6 in A^-d,). It follows that AutH(Ax) acts monomially on

the basis {A,A„ A0A2, A2A3}.

The last statement follows easily from the observation that b2 = (A0A,) • A0A2 and

inspection of the F9-subgroups of a group <ax, a2, a3) at E27.

We now derive two short results before attacking the structure of O2(C(s0)).

(5.3) O3,(C(A0)) = 1. Thus C(A0) = <A0> X L and H at 23^ 23.

Proof. Set Z = O3-(C(A0)). Then Z has odd order by (3.2i). Since 03.(H) = 1

for every 3-local subgroup H of L, it follows that Z = Oy(C(B)) and that

Z = 03-(C(r)) for every T < B that contains a conjugate of A0. In particular,

Z = G3(C(r)) for all hyperplanes T of Ax. As Z Ç C(j0), this implies that Z

centralizes <C(r) n O2(C(j0)): T G S2(^,)> = O2((C(s0))). Thus Z = 1 because G

has characteristic 2-type. We now have that C(AX) = Ax(Jb2b\, s0), so that H/Ax

acts faithfully on Ax. It follows that // « 23^ 23.

(5.4) Set J = 03(C«A2, A3»). Then J at Sp(4, 2), 7 centralizes j0 and <A0, A,> ç

J.

Proof. By (5.3), we have C«A0, A,» = <A0> X CL(A,) = <A0, A[> X /*, where

J* = O3(C«A0, A,») s Sp(4, 2) and <A2, A3> ç /*. Since M ç AutG(B), there

exists a G N(B) such that a interchanges <A0, A[> with <A2, A3>. Setting J = (J*)",

we have that <A0, A,> ç J and J = G3(C«A2, A3») a: Sp(4, 2). As 50 G

N((b2, A3», i0 acts on J. But j0 centralizes <A0, A,) and from the structure of

Aut(Sp(4, 2)) at PTL(2, 9), it follows that s0 centralizes /.

(5.5) Let S = O2(C(s0)). Then S = S0 X Sx where S0 = F2« and 5, at X2t.

Proof. Let T0 = <A0, A,>, T, = <A0, A,A2A3>, and T2 = <A0, A2A3>. Then {T,.:

/' = 0, 1, 2} is a set of representatives of //-orbits on &2(AX). We can compute the

centralizer of each T, as follows:

C(T0) = <A0> x CL(A,) at E9 X Sp(4, 2),

C(r.) = <A0> X CL(bxb2b3) atz3x GU(3, 2),

C(T2) = <A0> x Q.(A,A2) S£9x23x 23.

Since <A,, A2A3> < CL(s0), we can compute F, := G2(C(jo) n C(r,)), /' = 0, 1, 2.

We have F0 s Es, while F, » ß8 and F2 = <i0>. It is clear that Cs(r,) < F„

/ = 0, 1, 2. Thus CS(AX) = <j0> and // acts faithfully on all nontrivial //-sections

of S/(s0). By (3.5), the irreducible //-sections of S/<s0> have orders either 26 or

28 and there is at most one section of each order. We argue that H does not act

irreducibly on 5/<j0>.
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Suppose first that S/(s0) has order 26. Then C(s0)/S embeds into GL(6, 2).

Setting S = S/(s0), we have C^Aq* 'A,A2A3) s Cy(A0) ok E4 and Cs(bxb2b3) = 1 by

(5.2) and (3.5). But CC(Jo)/s«A0, A,A2A3» contains an /l4-subgroup. On the other

hand, every F9-subgroup of GL(6, 2) whose centralizer contains an ^4-subgroup

must contain an element with 4-dimensional fixed point subspace in the natural

representation, a contradiction.

Now suppose that 5/<i0) has order 28. Then F, < S and S is nonabelian. The

irreducible action of H on 5/<j0> forces S to be extra-special of type +. We can

thus embed C(s0)/S into O +(8, 2). By (5.2) and (3.5) we have Cs(Ao) s CS(A,) at

X2t and Cs(b0bx) = CS(A0A2) = <i0>. By the structure of 0+(8, 2), it follows that

cc(io)/\«*o. *i» is a 3-group. But CC(io)/s«A0, A,» contains an yl4-subgroup of

(C(sq) n C«A0, A»)/<j0>, a contradiction.

Thus S has order 215 and contains an //-invariant subgroup S* < S such that H

acts irreducibly on S*/(s0). By (3.5), either |S*/<Jo)l = 26 or |S*/<%>| = 28. In

the former case, S* = <.CS(T0)H) and S = S*<Cs(r,)w> while in the latter case,

S* = <CS(TX)H) and S = S*(CS(T0)"). Since S is nilpotent, we have [S, S*] <

<s0>. Letting T be //"-conjugate to T0 and A be //-conjugate to Tx, either Cs(r) <

S* or C5(A) < S*. In either case [Q(A), Cs(r)] < <50> < CS(T). Thus CS(A)

centralizes CS(T) by (3.4). It follows that (CS(T0)H) centralizes (C^r,)") and so

5 = S* ■ CS(S*). If \S*\ = 2\ then S* = (CS(T0)H) is abelian by (3.4), and

S* < Z(S). In fact S* = Z(S) because CS(TX) < S is nonabelian. If \S*\ = 29,

then Cs(r,) < S* is nonabelian, so <ä0> = Z(S*) and CS(S*) has order 27. As

CS(S*) is clearly //-invariant, we can replace S* by CS(S*) in this case and

conclude that Z(S) has order 27 in any case.

This also shows that S/<s0> is abelian, so every subgroup of S containing s0 is

normal in S. In particular, Qs = Cs(r,) <jS. Hence, Sx = (CS(TX)H) is normal in

S and 5, at X2t. Setting S0 = [Z(S), Ax], we have S0 » E?, s0 G Sq and S0 <S.

Thus ^o n Sx = 1 and S = 50 X 5,.

Before tackling the structure of C(s0), we need another technical lemma.

(5.6) C(s0) n C(A2A3) = C5(A2A3) •/• <A2A3> where CS(A2A3) as E2> and / =

G3(C«A2, A3») ^ Sp(4, 2) (as in (5.4)). Furthermore, C(Z(S)) = S.

Proof. By (5.2) and (3.5), A2A3 acts fixed point free on S/Z(S) and CZ(S)(A2A3)

s F2,

Set D = C(s0) n C(A2A3) and D = D/D n S. As Oy(C(So) n C(r,)) is a 2-

group for /' = 0, 1, 2, we must have S = O3,(C(s0)). Also, Ax G Syl3(C(A0) n C(s¿))

and Ax n C(Z(S)) = 1 together imply that |C(A0) n C(Z(S))|3 = 1. Thus C(Z(S))

ç Oy(C(sQ)) = S which proves that C(Z(S)) = S. As an immediate consequence,

we have that D acts faithfully on both Z(S) and Z(S)/(s0) at E2t. Since A2A3

centralizes an F16-subgroup of Z(S)/(s0), we may embed D in CAut(s/<io>)(A2A3) as

Z3 X GL(4, 2). We know from (5.4) that <A2A3> X J Ç D, hence D contains a

Z3 X Sp(4, 2)-subgroup. As Sp(4, 2) is a maximal subgroup of GL(4, 2), we may

verify that <A2A3> X / covers D by eliminating the possibly D = Z3 X GL(4, 2). In

this case, D contains a subgroup rxi with T at Eg and /T » SL(2, 4). Because

Ax G Syl3(C(í0) n C(A2A3)), we may assume, without loss, that Ax contains an

F9-subgroup T which maps onto T. Then T contains a C(s0) n N(A,) conjugate of
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A0 which forces C(s0) n C(A0) to have order divisible by 5. But C(Aq) = <A0> X L

by (5.3) and s0 is a short root involution of Is C3(2) yields \C(s0) n C(b0)\ =

3\CL(s0)\ = 2933. This leads to a contradiction and the argument is completed.

We are now ready to prove the major result of this section.

(5.7) C«A2A3, s0)) contains a subgroup M isomorphic to Sp(6, 2) such that

(a) C(so) = SM and

(b) C(A2A2) = <A2Af> X M.

Proof. Recall from (5.2) that N(AX) = <A2Af, s0) X H with Ax ç H. Let M =

</, H). We will show that M has the desired properties. Setting Z = Z(S) and

Z = Z/<j0>, it follows that M acts on Z with CM(Z) = A/ n 5 ç 02(M) by

(5.6). But B Q_N(M) and m23(G) = 3 by (3.2). Therefore 02(M) = 1 and M acts

faithfully on Z. In fact, M acts irreducibly on Z since // does.

Let Z, = [Z, A2A3] and Z2 = Cz(b2b3). Then 7 ç C(b2b3) implies that J acts on

Z, and Z2. By (5.6), Z, » £4 and Z2 ss EX6. As <A2A3> acts irreducibly on Z,, 7

centralizes Z,. Furthermore, J is generated by a class ß of involutions which act as

transvections on Z2. Thus the elements of ñ act as transvections on Z. Let

M* = <QM> so that M* <¡M and J c M*. Since / acts irreducibly on Z2, a

dimension argument shows that Z has precisely one M*-invariant subspace of

dimension at least 4. But this subspace must then be invariant under M, hence M*

acts irreducibly on Z. By a theorem of McLaughlin [12], M* is isomorphic to

GL(6, 2), Sp(6, 2) or O ±(6, 2). Since all these subgroups of Aut(Z) are self-normal-

izing, we have M* = M. Also CM(b2b3) = <A2A3> X J by (5.6). It then follows

from inspection that M at Sp(6, 2).

We now show that M covers ¿0%) = C(s0)/S. As CC(Jo)(Z) = S by (5.6), it

follows that C(s0) = AutC(Jo)(Z). An elementary consequence of McLaughlin's

theorem [12] is that M is maximal in Aut(Z). Thus it suffices to eliminate the case

where C(s0) = Aut(Z). But this may be done, as in the previous paragraph, by

observing that C^)(A2A3) = G^(A2A3) » Z3 x Sp(4, 2) is incompatible with C(s¿)

= Aut(Z).

Finally, we must prove that C(A2A|) = <A2A2> X M. Set C, = C(b2b\) and

C\* = <A2A|> x M. If A0 =G b2b\, then C(A0) s C„ hence C, = Cf. Thus we may

assume that A0 ̂ g A2A| in which case fusion pattern (a) occurs. Let t3 he an

involution of N(B) which inverts A3 and centralizes <A0, A,, A2> and let s* = s¿3.

Conjugating C(s0) n C(A2A3) = <A2A3> x Cs(b2b3)J by t3 yields C(s*) n C(A2A3)

at Z3 X F2sSp(4, 2). Moreover, j* inverts A2A3 and centralizes Axh = <(Ao, A„ A2A|)

implies that s* G C(A2Af) n A^,) = (b2bj) X H by (5.2). Hence s* <E H C M

and we conclude that 5* is a transvection of M with Cc (s*) = Cc.(j*).

We  claim  that (s*)c' n Cf = (j*)c*.  To prove this, we first observe  that

Q,(*0*l) =  Ccr(*0*l)- IlX faCt' *0*1 =M *2*3 and Cc,(*2*3) =  Ccf(*o)- NoW eVery

involution of M centralizes a conjugate of A0 or of A0A[ by (2.1iv) (in the case at

hand, A0 and A0A, have their roles reversed). Let r he an involution of C* so that

t G A/ and assume that rx = s* for some x G C,. Without loss, we may assume

that t centralizes /? with y3 G (A0, A0A,}. Since ß is inverted in CM(r) (see [1]),

/? G G-^Q^t)), hence ßx G 02(Cc¡(s*)) = CM(s*). Furthermore, (b^ A,> G

Sy^íC^ÍJ*)), thus we may replace ßx by a suitable CM(s*) conjugate if necessary
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to insure that ßx G <A0, A,>. In fact, as case (a) holds and <A0, A,> is contained in

a Sp(4, 2)-subgroup of CM(s*), we may choose ßx = ß. But then x G Cc(ß) =

Cc.(ß) and so t =c. s* as claimed.

Now let S* G Syl2(CCi(i*)). Then S* G Sy\2(Cf), Z(S*) - E4 and s*c> n Z(S*)

= {s*} by the claim and an easy calculation. In particular, we have that S* G

Syl2(C,). Setting ~CX= C,/03,(C,)<A2A3>, we may apply Holt's theorem [11] to

conclude that À7 = C,. Thus C, = 03,(C,)«A2A3> X A/). It remains for us to

prove that Oy(Cx) = 1. But every hyperplane of Ax that contains <A0> acts fixed

point free on Oy(Cx) by (5.3). Since Ax < H < M, the last statement of (5.2)

implies that 03(CX) = 1. This completes the proof of part (b).

We now analyze the structure of C(t0).

(5.8) C(t0) = TL where F = O2(C(t0)) = T0 X F„ F0 « F2, and F, as A"2Î.

Proof.  First recall that Ar«A0» = <A0, t0) X L. This implies that <A0, t0)

centralizes A2A| and normalizes Ax, hence <A0, /0> Q M by (5.2). Also, CAf«A0> f0»

as 23 X 23 so that <A0, f0> is a short root SL(2, 2)-subgroup of M considered as

C3(2). Beginning in (5.2) and culminating in (5.7), we analyzed the structure of

C(b2b3) and C(sQ) assuming only that (A0, C(b¿), L) satisfies the hypotheses of

Theorem A, that Aatx(B) is as described in Proposition 3.1(h) and that <A2A3, s0)

is a short root SL2(2)-subgroup of L. By (5.7b), (A2A2, C(A2A|), M) satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorem A with B having the same role as before. Since <A0, t0) is a

short root SL(2, 2)-subgroup of M, we may then argue by symmetry to conclude

that the analogue of (5.7a) holds for the structure of C(t0). Thus C(t0) = TL with F

as described by (5.5).

The final result of this section is crucial for our construction of F4(2).

(5.9) Let R he an SL(3, 2)-subgroup of L which contains <A2A|, í0>. Then

C(R)atSL(3,2).

Proof. As <A2A|, s0) is a short root SL(2, 2)-subgroup of L regarded as C3(2),

there do exist SL(3, 2)-subgroups which contain <A2A2, s0). Suppose that R is one

such subgroup. Let <y) De a Sylow 7-subgroup of R normalized by <A2A|>. By

properties of Sp(6, 2), CL(y) = <y>, so CL(R) = 1 and C(R) n Ar«A0» =

<A0, i0>. We consider the action of y on F = O2(C(t0)) and set V = C^y). Since

Z(T) at E2i by (5.8) and L acts naturally on Z(T)/(t0) by (2.2), V n Z(T) =

<f0>. By (5.8) and Maschke's theorem, F/<i0> = Z(F)/<f0> X F/<f0> where E is

<y>-invariant. Evidently F = Z(T) * E with Z(T) n E = <i0>, hence E at X2t. It

then follows from (3.4) that V = CE(y) is extra-special and since y acts faithfully

on E, we have V at D%.

Now A2A2 must centralize V, so V ç G3(C(A2A2)) ç C(s0) by (5.7). This yields

R = <y, A2A2, i0> ç C(V). Thus i0 G C(/?)'. As t0 inverts <A0> Ç C(R), it follows

easily from a result of Feit-Thompson [3] that C(R) at SL(3, 2).

6. Proof of Theorem A: The F4(2) case continued. In this section, we continue

with our analysis of case (ii) of Proposition 3.1. Our first goal is to use the results of

§5 to construct a subgroup of G isomorphic to F4(2).

(6.1) G contains a subgroup Y — F4(2) with the following properties:

(i) F = <C(Ao), C(A2A2)>,
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(ii) y = (C(t0), c(s0)),

(iii) s0 and t0 are root involutions of Y of different lengths.

Proof. We shall construct Y by applying (2.9). In §2 we constructed a root

system A of type F4(2) with fundamental system {P\,p2,p3,P4) as indicated by the

following diagram:

O-O-O—o
P\ i>2 Pl Pí

Associated with the fundamental roots are root SL(2, 2)-subgroups (U±p), 1 < i

< 4. Here (U±p) is a short root SL(2, 2)-subgroup, / = 1, 2, whereas <i/± > is a

long root SL(2, 2)-subgroup for i = 3, 4.

Set K0 = <A0, i0>, K2 = <A,, tx) and K4 = <A2A|, s0>. Recall that tx is an involu-

tion of NL(B) which inverts A, and centralizes <A0, A2, A3>. We now identify L with

B3(2) so that K2 is a short root 5L(2, 2)-subgroup and K4 is a long root SL(2, 2)-

subgroup. Let rr2: L—> F4(2) be a monomorphism with rr2(L) = (,U±p: 2 < j <

4). We may choose w2 such that tt2(K4) = <i/± >. Since K2 is the unique short

root SL(2, 2)-subgroup of L which centralizes K4 by (2.8), it follows that rr-^K^ =

<U±P2). Set K3 = tt21«U±P3)). Then <AT3, K4) is an SL(3, 2)-subgroup of L

which contains K4 = (b2bj, s0), hence by (5.9), C((K3K4)) at SL(3, 2). If we

regard M as C3(2), we then have that C((K3, K4)) is an SL(3, 2)-subgroup of M

which contains the short root 5L(2, 2)-subgroup K0.

We know from (2.7ii) that all SL(3, 2)-subgroups of M which contain a root

SL(2, 2)-subgroup are conjugate. Furthermore, as was shown in (2.7ii), M contains

an y43(2)-subgroup whose root SL(2, 2)-subgroups are short root 5L(2, 2)-sub-

groups of M. Thus there exist short root SL(2, 2)-subgroups Kx and K^ of M such

that (K0, Kx, A-2*> s A3(2), (K0, Kx) = C((K3, K4)) and {K* Kx, A?} is an A2(2)

generating system of type A3 for (K0, Kx, K^) (see [5, §6]). In particular, this

implies that [Kq, K^] = 1 and also that there exists an isomorphism irx: (Kx, K*)

-*<V±W V±P2) with ttx(Kx) = <i/±pi> and ttx(K*) = <U±P2). Since K* is a short

root SL(2, 2)-subgroup of M which commutes with K0, it follows from (2.8) that

K2 = K^. Now set Y = (Kx, K2, K3, K4). The previous discussion shows that Y

satisfies the hypotheses of (2.9). Thus there exists an epimorphism it: Y—> F4(2)

with tt(K¡) = <U±Pi), 1 < i < 4, and ker(Tr) Ç Z(Y). But CY(b2bj) = <A2Af> X M

= C(A2A|) by (5.7), hence ker(w) = 1 and it is an isomorphism.

Evidently, v identifies t0 and s0 as being root involutions of different lengths.

Applying (5.7) and (5.9) in conjunction with (2.10) yields CY(t0) = C(t0) and

CY(s0) = C(s0). Since these groups are distinct maximal parabolic subgroups, we

have y = <C(f0), C(s0)). Finally, L C C(t0), hence C(A0) = <A0> X L ç Y. An

easy argument then gives Y = <C(A0), C(A2A3)> and so all parts are now proved.

(6.2) Fusion pattern (b) of Proposition 3.1(h) does not occur. Also, N(B) <Z Y.

Proof. Assume the contrary. We claim that N(B) ç A'(y). First note that

B C Y by (6.1i). Furthermore, AutY(B) = NY(B)/B has order at least 27 • 32. This

follows from the existence of a subgroup of F4(2) isomorphic to C4(2) (which yields

a monomial subgroup of Auty(/?)) and the fact that F4(2) has Sylow 3-subgroups of

order 36. Since AutG(B) has order 28 • 32 by assumption that case (b) holds and
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A0 ¥=y b2b\ (otherwise s0 and t0 would be conjugate in Y against (6.1iii)), we have

that [N(B): NY(B)] = 2. In addition, it is easy to see that the orbits of NY(B) on B

are those given in case (a) of Proposition 3.1 (iii). Hence bor(B) u (b2bl)Nf(-B) =

b^B\ This implies that Y = (C(ß): ß G A0"(B)> by (6.1 i) and so N(B) normalizes

y as claimed. An immediate consequence of this discussion is that (Y, N(B)) is a

subgroup of N(Y) properly containing Y. As C(Y) = 1 by (6.Ii), we then have that

A^y) = < y, t) where r is an involution which acts as the graph automorphism on

y.

Let U be a <T>-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of Y. We argue that U is weakly

closed in i/<V> with respect to G. By (2.10Ü), U is generated by í0c n £/ and

Sq n U. Also by (2.10v), every involution in U(r) \ U is conjugate in <y, r) to r,

hence has centralizer with order divisible by 13. But C(s0) and C(t0) have central-

izes with orders prime to 13, hence U = </G n U(r), sG n U(r)) is weakly

closed in C/<t> with respect to G.

We now show that U(r) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Since C(t0) Q Y and C(t0)

contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y, we must have C(Z(U)) Q C(t^) ç Y for some

y G y. In particular, Í7 G Syl2(C(Z(t/))). Also, \Z(U)\ = 4 by (2.10Ü), so

|AutG(Z(t/))|2 < 2. As t acts nontrivially on Z(U), it then follows that i/<V> G

Syl2(N(Z(U))). But Í/ is weakly closed in U(r) with respect to G implies that

N(U(r)) C N(Z(U)). Thus í/<t> G Syl2(Af(t/<T») and we conclude that U(r)

G Syl2(G).

We compute C(r). By the assumption that G has characteristic 2-type, CY(r)

« 2F4(2) acts faithfully on P = 02(C(t)). Since 13| |2F4(2)|, 212 < |F/<t>|, hence

213 <\P\. But |2F4(2)|2 = 212 and |F4(2)|2 = 224. Thus |G|2 = 225 by the previous

paragraph, so \P\ = 213 and PCr(i-) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Let

V G Syl2(Cr(r)). It is known [15] that ñ,(K) c V, thus fi,(PF) c PV. On the

other hand PV =G U(r) and it follows from (2.10Ü) that ñ,(í/<T» = U(r). This

leads to a contradiction and the argument that case (b) does not hold is completed.

Finally, we note that N(B) C N( Y) = Y.

We can now complete the proof of Theorem A.

(6.3) y = G, so G at F4(2).

Proof. Assume that y is a proper subgroup. We shall apply Holt's theorem to

the action of G on the set ß of left cosets of Y in G. In order to do so, we must, as

in §4, verify that t0 fixes one point of ñ and that C(t0) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup

of G.

We first show that t0G n Y = /0y. Suppose that r is an involution of Y such that

to = rg, g G G, but t =£y t0- By (2.10iv), CY(r) contains a y-conjugate of A„ so

assume, without loss, that A, G CY(r). Then Af G C(tQ). Since L contains a Sylow

3-subgroup of C(t0) = CY(t0) and A,G n L = Af by (5.1) and (6.2), there exists

y G C(t0) such that b® = bx. Thus t»1 = /0 and gy G C(A,). But C(A,) Ç y as

N(B) C Y and so r G tQr against the choice of t.

Assume now that U G Syl2(C(/0)). By (2.10h), t0Y n Í/ = {/0}, hence by the

preceding paragraph, <i0> is strongly closed in Z(U) with respect to G. Then

N(U) C N(Z(U)) G C(t0) and we have that U G Syl2(G).
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From tG n y = t0r we deduce that t0 fixes one point of ß and since /0 is central

in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, the conditions of Holt's theorem are satisfied.

Consideration of the groups given by Holt which have Sylow 3-subgroup of order

36 = | G |3 leads to a contradiction. Thus Y = G and the result is proved.
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